From the Principal Desk

ABOUT US
From the Director's desk
C. G. Goswami

(Ex Indian Navy & Bank officer)
"An investment in knowledgeable books pay the best
interest whereas, Moms Pride believes in providing the best of the knowledge in
minimum educational expenses" Goswami English Speaking Centre (GESC)
visualized today's the most demanded need of a common men Fourteen years
back. It was English speaking; confined to only few families in the city. During this
period, we could familiarized English speaking among students, house wives,
parents & grand parents, teachers, business men & all those who needed it.
GESC become a symbol of friendly & genuinely learning place at the
lowest possible expenses. We could habituate thousands of persons particularly
those students, going to distance places for their higher studies.
Our main emphasis is to up lift those who can't afford English medium
education but forced to adopt Hindi Medium unwillingly. Our slogans are, "vaxzst+h
cksyks rks tkuks" & "ge vkidks vaxzst+h cksyrs gq, lquuk pkgrs gSaA"
We sincerly thanks to all those extended their co-operation love & trust
upon us. We salute them for their favours.

ABOUT MOMS PRIDE...
We keeping in view the high
expectation of the concerned people are
committed to deliver the results at the
optimum level of satisfaction with the
lowest cost. It is a tough task but, we
accept this challenge & call upon the
people to come forward & join us. Our
motive is to give best academics result a
pure educational atmosphere where a
child get's more care and effection for
which he is entitled to. Goswami's Moms
Pride has delivered more than thousand's
of student with best academics result in
comparison to other leading school at
lowest educational expenses. And will
continue the same in future with your cooperation and support.......

Admission :
Age Criteria
2½+for play Group
3½+for Nursery
4½+for Kinder Garter

